Abstract-An important role in modern computer systems is played by a special kind of information resources known as metadata. Numerous publications are available on metadata. Most of them deal with the standards of metadata used in various areas, while publications discussing the properties and functions of this kind of information resources are rather rare. Probably, for this reason, there is no sustained treatment of the term metadata in the literature. Rather frequently, metadata concerning publications involve obvious errors or no necessary comments are made in discussions of special kinds of metadata. As a result, their properties and functions are incorrectly extended to the general case. This paper offers a systematic view of metadata as information resources of special sort. The definition of this term is discussed, and examples of metadata used in various areas of information technologies are given. The general (domain independent) properties and functions of metadata are examined. Facilities for metadata representation, available generalized classifica tions of metadata, and activities related to metadata standardization are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The storage, processing, and exchange of data in computer systems and user data access are impossible to implement without explicitly represented descriptions of the data properties. Such descriptions are required for software tools intended for data storage, processing, and exchange and for users who need to estimate the rele vance of data in particular situations, interpret and ana lyze the content of data, and formulate data queries. Such descriptions are known as metadata and are a spe cial form of information resources. The creation of meta data frequently requires much effort and considerable costs. However, metadata considerably raise the value of data and ensure more opportunities for their use.
It is rather difficult to trace back who was the first to coin the term metadata in information technologies and when this happened. The authors of [1] believe that the term was proposed by Mealy in his 1967 work [2] . However, it does not appear at all in that paper. Possibly, the true version is offered in the English lan guage Wikipedia article on metadata [3] , where the term is credited to Bagley [4] .
Whatever the answer to this question is, metadata were used long before the emergence of computer sys tems and the introduction of this term into the scien tific and engineering lexicon. Bibliographic descrip tions of sources used in publications, library cata logues, subject indexes, various classifiers, and article abstracts are all examples of metadata.
Below, we are interested in metadata used in com puter systems. In this area, metadata have been employed since an early stage of development. When the first programming languages and technologies were created, the term metadata did not exist. How ever, the source code of a program had to contain descriptions of all types of the data it handled. Using such descriptions, a compiler ensures the memory allocation required for data and verifies the validity of the operations executed over them. If a program oper ates with data from external memory, the properties of the files storing these data have to be described in the source code and, for some operating systems, in the job control language as well. Undoubtedly, these descriptions are examples of metadata.
The creation of database technologies and infor mation retrieval systems also required the use of meta data. When a particular database is designed, a con ceptual schema of the subject domain has to be devel oped and represented with the use of a conceptual modeling language. This schema is then used to create a description of the database structure, integrity con straints, user rights, etc. For this purpose, the designer uses the data description language of the database management system (DBMS) chosen for implement ing the database system. The indicated description is represented as a schema of the database to be created, which, like the conceptual schema of the subject domain, is an example of metadata.
In earlier document retrieval systems, each docu ment was represented by its search image, which iden tified this document, characterized its content by a set of descriptors, and replaced this document in process ing user queries. Search images of documents are examples of metadata. Metadata of publications in digital library catalogues are their bibliographic
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In the 1960-1970s, widely used were report gener ators with the input programming language PRG (Report Program Generator) originally developed and implemented by IBM. This language makes it possible to describe the format of a generated report. Undoubt edly, such descriptions are metadata.
The invention of hypertext technologies and the World Wide Web has led to hypertext markup of the original text in hypertext publishing systems and web pages. The col lection of text markup tags is metadata of such resources.
With the creation of knowledge based systems and Semantic Web technologies, the semantics of data and the ontology of a subject domain can be explicitly repre sented and used for data search and logical inference. In recent years, the RDF language, the ontology descrip tion languages RDFS, OWL, and OWL2, and the pro files of the OWL2 language have been extensively used to describe data semantics and subject domain ontologies. Such descriptions are also examples of metadata.
In scientific information systems, metadata describe the properties of data associated with the spe cific features of a research subject domain. At the same time, descriptions of the characteristics of the instru ments used to obtain these data, the places and times of their recording, computer model experiments, etc., are also frequently required.
Metadata are necessary in modern digital libraries. They describe the overall content of a library, the compo nents of its collections of information resources, individ ual resources in the collections, their classifiers and rela tionships, the organizations owning the library informa tion resources, profiles of authors and library users, and other information objects and services of such systems.
The necessity of metadata has led to the creation of a toolkit for managing information resources of this specific kind. For the first time, much attention to the management of metadata was given in the 1970s in the context of information systems operating structured data. The concept of a data dictionary/directory sys tem was proposed, and several such systems were cre ated [5, 6] . Later, the concept of integrated data dic tionary systems, i.e., database management systems performing traditional DBMS functions and func tions of a data dictionary/directory system was imple mented. An international standard of data dictionary systems was also developed [7] .
The idea of integrating a data dictionary/directory system with a DBMS was later supported, though in a limited form, in the standard of the SQL language. Specifically, the database schema is represented (at the "logical" level) in the form of a set of system tables that can be operated with the help of usual language facili ties. As a result, databases managed by DBMSs based on the SQL standards have become self described; i.e., they contain user data together with metadata describing them (database schema).
Due to the development of information technolo gies and their applications, the functions of metadata and their variety have expanded considerably. Facili ties for metadata representation and management have been created and developed for information sys tems and computer systems of other kinds. The con tent of metadata, their functions, and representation tools depend on the information technologies used, on the functional capabilities and the subject domain of the systems using them, on the nature of the resources described, on the context and character of their use, and on many other factors.
Over the last two decades, much attention has been focused on metadata motivated primarily by the devel opment of Semantic Web technologies, digital librar ies, and other new information technologies. Addi tionally, important tasks to be addressed have become those of ensuring metadata exchange between various systems and providing the interoperability and reuse of information resources and the integration of data from various sources. All these tasks have caused vigorous activities aimed at metadata standardization imple mented by international and national standards bodies, industrial consortia, and scientific and other communi ties. As a result, numerous standards of metadata descrip tions of "horizontal" and "vertical" sphere have been created. The XML standards [8, 9] , the Dublin Core [10] [11] [12] , the descriptive subset of the SQL language, a large number of metadata schemas for various applica tions, standards of conceptual and ontological model ing languages, numerous standards of scientific meta data, and many others are actively used in practice.
Although the term metadata has been much more frequently used in recent years, unfortunately, there is no unified understanding of this term. A widespread abstract formula stating that metadata is data about data fails to uncover the variety of its properties and functions. In recent years, metadata has been addressed in a huge number of publications. However, little attention was given to a systematic discussion of the general properties and functions of metadata. The most frequently dis cussed issues concern the creation of metadata systems for particular area of scientific research, business, elec tronic governments, digital libraries, various digital object repositories, and information systems. Moreover, in many studies related to digital libraries or applications based on the Semantic Web standards, a rather limited view of metadata functions dominates, according to which they are only a facility for describing the con tent of information resources, although this is one of many possible metadata functions.
In the author's opinion, the formation of an ade quate and fairly complete representation of the general properties and functions of metadata is an important issue. This paper offers a systematic view of metadata as information resources of special kind. The defini tion of this term is discussed, and examples of meta data used in various areas of information technologies are given. The general (domain independent) proper ties and functions of metadata are examined. Expres sion means for metadata representation, available generalized classifications of metadata, and activities related to metadata standardization are discussed.
2. ABOUT DEFINITION OF METADATA TERM As was mentioned above, the term metadata can be treated from different points of view. According to [13] , the ambiguity in the definition of metadata and in the understanding of metadata functions is rooted in the coexistence of two dominant approaches. The first has developed in the librarian community. It is associated with the creation and use of document IRS and electronic catalogues of library stock and, in recent years, with the development of digital object repositories, which comprise the main issue in focus in digital library developments. Note that the librarian community deals primarily with textual information objects. According to [13] , this approach originated from library science, while the other one arose from computer sciences, which involve database technolo gies (having a nearly half century long history of development) and other fields associated with data and knowledge management.
These approaches deal with various kinds of informa tion resources, and different kinds of metadata are required for the management of such resources in differ ent classes of applications. So the variety of treatments of metadata and their properties is largely caused by this wide range of metadata kinds and contexts of their use.
There are other causes of the lack of a unified sus tained treatment of metadata term meaning. Thus many metadata related publications written by insuf ficiently careful or competent authors mislead their readers. Frequently, authors consider a special kind of metadata without making the necessary comments. As a result, the reader is prompted to generalize their properties, which are typical only for the special case under study. Various systems of metadata are created in different fields of activities by numerous professional communities that have their own views of the essence of metadata.
Because of the wide variety of forms, properties, and functions of metadata, it is rather difficult to give a concise correct definition of this term. Most of the definitions found in the literature emphasize certain functions or properties of metadata and fail to provide sufficient generality. The widely used definition of metadata as "data about data" is too abstract and, additionally, ignores the fact that present day meta data describe the properties not only of data but also of many other forms of IT resources. In the author's view, the definition "metadata is data linked to some data item, i.e., metadata is data about data," which is found in the serious encyclopedic edition [14] , is not satis factory as well. Like the previous one, this definition does not cover metadata of resources other than data and involves the concept of a data item without giving its clear definition. The important question as to what "linked to" means is not answered either. Interestingly, in another authoritative encyclopedic edition [15] , the term metadata is not defined at all.
Below are a number of other definitions reflecting various points of view of metadata and their functions and properties.
1. Metadata is information that makes data useful [16] . 2. Metadata is computer processible data describ ing digital and nondigital resources [17] .
3. Metadata is computer processible, human interpretable information about digital and nondigital objects [18] .
4. Metadata is structured data which describes the characteristics of a resource [19] .
5. Metadata is structured information that describes, explains, locates, and otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use, or manage an information resource [20] .
6. Metadata is structured data that are characteris tics of described entities to aid in the their identifica tion, discovery, assessment, and management [21] .
7. Metadata is a description not only of the compo sition of data, their representation structure (format), storage location, and other features but also of sup porting information systems, technologies, users, and access methods [22] .
8. In the World Wide Web, metadata is semi struc tured data conforming to commonly agreed upon models, providing operational interoperability in a heterogeneous environment [23] .
9. Metadata is any descriptive information about other data sources that is used to aid the organization, identification, representation, localization, interoper ability, management, and use of the data [24] .
10. Metadata is data related to some data item, i.e., metadata is data about data. The metadata of a data item specifies how the data item can be created, in which context it can be used, how it was transformed, or how it can be interpreted or processed [25] .
11. Metadata is usually defined as 'data about data', which aims at expressing the semantics of informa tion, hence improving information seeking, retrieval, understanding, and use [26] .
12. Metadata is data from a more general formal system describing a given system of data [27] .
It is easy to see that the above definitions, as well as many others found in the literature, more frequently emphasize certain functions or properties of metadata. Some of the definitions are given in the context of par ticular kinds of resources, application classes, and technologies. However, it is not accented that the def initions given apply only to those special cases. As a result, the properties or functions attributed to meta data or the category of the resources described are incorrectly generalized. Most of the definitions do not take into account the above noted fact that the variety of resources described by metadata used in present day information technologies has been significantly expanded. At the same time, some definitions charac terize the critically important general properties of metadata, which are considered below.
RESOURCES DESCRIBED BY METADATA
When the term metadata was coined, it was meant that they are intended for describing the properties of data. Over time, the variety of resources whose prop erties are to be descried in modern computer systems has expanded considerably, although the term meta data is not always used.
In addition to data proper, one needs descriptions of the properties of systems ensuring their storage, access, processing and descriptions of user character istics (access rights, the features of information needs, etc.). Also needed are descriptions of conceptual sche mas and ontologies of various subject domains, web ser vices, their interfaces, hardware, scientific and other technical devices, workflows, business processes, geo graphical map symbols (map legends), and organiza tions that are owners, generators, and users of infor mation resources.
Descriptions not only of structured but also of unstructured and semi structured data are needed. Various kinds of restrictions on data, data access, and use have to be described by metadata. Metadata in busi ness describe domain specific constraints known as busi ness rules [28] , which characterize "game rules" in busi ness, a kind of manual for business activities.
We should also mention metadata used for describ ing implemented program systems and processes of their functioning. Some metadata of this kind are formed using CASE tools and are represented as UML diagrams. As reminded in [29] , metadata is also used for describing programs, their fragments, various kinds of processes and their components, system function ing environments, collections of events, individual events, the above mentioned restrictions, people and their roles in IT systems, organizations, their subdivi sions, individuals, or individuals in a particular role.
This list of examples of resources described by metadata can be continued. In what follows, we dis cuss metadata of resources of an arbitrary nature, unless it is indicated that metadata of information resources are meant.
Taking into account this wider treatment of the term metadata and the wide variety of their properties, it is justifiable to use the term metainformation.
EXAMPLES OF METADATA USED IN VARIOUS FIELDS OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES Below, we give examples of kinds of metadata used in various IT fields and certain subject domains.
In databases technologies:
• conceptual schemas of subject domains;
• database schemas;
• descriptions of interlevel mappings of schemas in multilevel database systems.
In virtual data integration technologies:
• local schemas of data sources;
• global schemas;
• descriptions of mappings between local schemas of integrated sources and a global schema;
• descriptions of mappings between ontologies of local sources and the general ontology;
• characteristics of source registration in mediator in virtual data integration systems.
In text search technologies:
• identifiers of text documents;
• sets of values of indexing attributes of documents;
• bibliographic descriptions of documents;
• abstracts of publications;
• catalogues of collections of documents • sets of key words of documents;
• rubrics of classifiers for documents;
• sets of values of the Dublin Core metadata ele ment set describing contents of documents;
• ISBN for books.
In web technologies:
• hypertext markup of web pages;
• sets of parameter names and values of META tags in web pages;
• markup of web page fragments by microformat tags (hCard, hReview, hProduct, hRecipe, etc.);
• document type definitions (DTD) for XML doc uments;
• XML schemas for the types of XML documents;
• RDF resource specification;
• ontology descriptions in the language OWL or OWL2;
• semantic annotations of web pages or their frag ments.
In CASE technologies:
• UML diagrams of specifications for systems to be developed;
In web service technology:
• WSDL descriptions of web service interfaces;
• descriptions of characteristics of web services in a UDDI registry.
In virtual observatory:
• sets of characteristics of observed star sky seg ments;
• sets of characteristics of telescopes;
• observation periods.
In transportation management systems:
• public transportation routes;
• underground maps;
• collections of maps notations.
In database systems of time series of economic indi cators:
• descriptions of methods for indicators calculating or full scale measuring;
• measurement periods (initial and final years, quarters, months, etc.);
• periodicities of economic time series (annual, quarterly, monthly, daily);
• units of measurements;
• economy branch represented by data.
In the Socionet information space [30, 31] based on the Open Archive Initiative (OAI) [32, 33] :
• descriptions of information objects;
• descriptions of semantic relationships between information objects;
• descriptions of collections of information objects;
• profiles of authors of information objects or archive users;
• profiles of organizations contributing informa tion resources;
• descriptions of open archives integrated in the system.
The above examples demonstrate the existence of a wide variety of metadata kinds and IT fields where metadata is used.
PROPERTIES OF METADATA
In terms of properties and functions, we can distin guish between metadata of "horizontal" ("universal") and "vertical" (specialized) sphere. In contrast to the latter, universal metadata can be used in various IT fields and applications. It is this category of metadata that is discussed below.
The particular composition and properties of metadata depend on the features of the underlying sys tem, on the character of the resources they describe, on the information technologies used, on the users' needs, and on many other factors. In this section, we consider the general properties of metadata not spe cific of any particular application or the kind of described resources.
Explicit representation of a description of resource's properties. Metadata describe the proper ties of various resources in an explicit manner. They are represented in the form of specifications in special languages, text documents, graphic diagrams, tables in databases, and information objects in various IT prod ucts, for example, in metadata repositories of CASE tools or open archives, etc. At the same time, some properties of resources can be implied but not repre sented in explicit descriptions. Such an implied description cannot be regarded as metadata.
Relative character of the separation of information resources into data and metadata. The separation of information resources into data and metadata is rela tive. Information resources playing the role of meta data in one case can be treated as data in another, and vice versa. Indeed, the collection of hypertext markup tags on a web page, the title of a publication, or its abstract contained in the text can be used as metadata describing these resources. At the same time, all of them are constituent parts of the corresponding resources, thereby being data at the stage of resource use.
Ability to describe various kinds of resources. As was noted above, metadata can be used to describe the prop erties not only of data but also of many other kinds of resources. In this paper, however, primary attention is given to metadata describing information resources.
Metadata is represented by a more abstract system of concepts than that of the resource described. Meta data describe data and any other resources in terms of a more abstract system of concepts. Such systems of concepts and their relationships represent more abstract level models (metamodels) than those in terms of which the described resources are repre sented. For example, in a database system, stored data are described not by their values but rather in terms of categories such as types of stored records and data ele ments, record keys, pointers, i.e., in terms of concepts of the data model of the database storage environment. The semantics of text documents can be described in terms of classes, class attributes, and relationships between classes defined in the ontology of the corre sponding subject domain.
Application domain independent and dependent metadata. Metadata of the first category ("universal" metadata) is usually described by means of metadata standards of horizontal sphere (standards not aimed at some particular application domain). On the contrary, metadata of the second category is used in particular application domains, depends on the specific features of the corresponding subject domain, and is characterized by a wide variety. For example, their own systems of meta data exist in various fields of scientific research, in the museum industry, in education, etc. Special standards (standards of "vertical" sphere) have been developed in order to represent metadata in some application fields.
Dependence of the metadata composition on the kind of resources described. The composition of meta data describing some resources depends on the kind of these resources. For example, metadata of a relational database describe the tables of which it consists, the structure of each table, the types of data contained in each table column, integrity constraints, access restrictions, etc. For another kind of resource-an mp3 audio file-the composition of metadata repre sented by its tags is entirely different, namely, the album and track titles, the number of tracks, genre, authors, performers, release year, and other characteristics.
The composition of metadata for describing the resources of a created system has to be designed. In the same manner as in the creation of an information sys tem, the designer determines the composition of sup ported user information resources, the composition of metadata describing the system resources has to be designed taking into account user needs and system mechanisms. When a metadata standard is used, the com position of metadata is determined by its specification.
Dependence of the composition of metadata in an information system on the information architecture level corresponding to the resources described. Indeed, metadata describing a web page at the storage level represent a collection of hypertext markup tags, which can be seen in the source code of the page. At the log ical level, which concerns the form in which a browser reproduces this page on the computer screen, this page is associated with entirely different metadata, for example, with its URL and a description of its content in various catalogues of web users. In database sys tems, metadata of the storage medium describe the structure of the stored data, its properties, indexes, storage characteristics, and other storage medium ele ments. Metadata at the logical level of data represen tation describe a database from the user's point of view. In a relational database system, metadata at the logical level describes the composition of database tables, the structure of each table, integrity constraints, triggers, user rights, etc., but does not describe the organization of database storage.
Possibility of describing a resource with various degrees of granularity. Metadata can describe informa tion and other resources with any required level of gran ularity. For example, digital libraries make use of meta data describing collections of information resources as a whole and individual information objects. In database systems, the database schema describes not only the overall structure of a database, but also the properties of its structural components. In relational databases, these are individual tables, data in table columns, etc. A description of a book at a web site contains its bib liographic description and possibly includes an abstract, contents, and other metadata components.
Autonomous and built in metadata. Metadata can be autonomous (isolated) from the resource they describe or can be built in it. Examples of autonomous metadata are database schemas (which are isolated from the database content they describe), DTDs [8] that describe the type of XML documents and are stored on the web separately from XML documents, metadata repositories of open archives in the open archive initiative OAI [32, 33] , and full text indexes of collections of text documents in digital libraries. Examples of built in metadata are HTML markup of web pages, microformat markup of web pages, DTDs specified in the body of XML documents, paper abstracts contained in their texts, and glossaries contained in the specifications of official standards. Tags of multimedia files are also built in metadata. An information resource with built in metadata describing it is naturally called self described with respect to the set of resource prop erties described by this metadata.
Content independent and content dependent meta data. Metadata can be independent or dependent on the content of the described information resources. Examples of content independent metadata are the creation date and location of a text document, the kind and name of the file in which it is contained, and the URL of a web page. Examples of content depen dent metadata are text abstract and its statistical char acteristics (frequency characteristics of dictionary word occurrences, text length in characters number, etc.). Some metadata of this kind can be produced automatically from the text of a given document, while others have to be formed manually.
Metadata can be structured, unstructured, or semi structured data. Contrary to the common opinion, metadata can be structured to a various degree. As a rule, structured metadata is used to support system functions. Metadata intended for users can be struc tured, unstructured, or semi structured; for example, it can be a usual text. An example of semi structured metadata is that represented in the form of a web page. In contrast to structured metadata, unstructured meta data does not have any conventional representation stan dards. Most attention is focused on structured metadata, which has been addressed in numerous publications.
Metadata can describe properties of structured, unstructured, and semi structured data. Many publi cations state that metadata can exist only for struc tured data. However, metadata can be assigned to information resources of any of the indicated kinds. In various applications, each of these kinds of informa tion resources can be described by any kind of metadata: structured, unstructured, or semi structured.
Static and dynamic metadata. Metadata can be static or dynamic. For example, in database systems, the data base schema is relatively unchanged. In descriptor infor mation retrieval systems, the search images of documents remain unchanged. At the same time, the catalogues of collections in a digital library are changed when new information objects are added.
Formalized and unformalized metadata. Metadata can be represented using expression facilities formal ized to various degrees-natural languages; semifor mal languages, for example, the Dublin Core meta data element set; and formal languages. In deductive databases, for example, intensional is described by a logic language. The OWL language for describing web ontologies is based on descriptive logic.
Semantic metadata. There is a special kind of metadata used to describe the semantics of resources. Such metadata is known as semantic. It can be formal ized or unformalized.
Multilevel character of metadata. As was noted above, metadata is a special kind of information resources. So there can be a need to describe metadata by higher level metadata. A metadata hierarchy can include any number of levels. For example, the Meta Object Facility (MOF) standard [34] of the OMG consortium consists of three levels, while the Dublin Core standard [10, 12] includes two levels: one intended for practical purposes and one ensuring its description in the standard specification. Consider another example. The ontology of a subject domain represents its metadata. However, if the ontology is used for semantic annotation of the database schema, then the ontology represents meta metadata. Meta data of higher hierarchy levels are known as meta metadata, meta meta metadata, etc.
System and user metadata. Metadata can be intended to support the functioning of system mechanisms (system metadata) or to inform users of an information system about the properties of the resources described or to instruct users how to use various system services (user metadata). There are systems supporting the entire set of metadata of an information system, which are known as data dictionary/directory systems [5, 6] . In such systems, the data directory is used to manage metadata intended for the system, while metadata intended for users are managed by the data dictionary.
Possibility of using various facilities for metadata representation. Metadata can be represented using various expression facilities: natural and artificial lan guages, sets of metadata elements (metadata sche mas), graphic schemes and diagrams, and others.
Thus far, we have discussed the basic properties of metadata independent of its domain of application. There is a wide variety of domain specific systems of metadata, especially in scientific research. Scientific metadata allow one to describe a wide variety of properties of objects, phe nomena, and processes under study; the characteristics of measuring instruments; various computer and other models used to calculate or estimate data values; publica tions; sources of information resources; and many other cases. Such specific metadata have special properties that are of interest in a suitable context.
FUNCTIONS OF METADATA
Metadata execute various functions in systems where they are used. The functions and ingredients of metadata, as well as their properties, depend substan tially on the information technologies underlying the computer system, on its functionality, on the proper ties of supported information resources, on the meth ods for their organization in the system, on the fea tures of their processing, user needs, and many other factors. The basic functions of metadata are briefly discussed below.
Description of abstract subject domain models for an information system. The design of information sys tems begins with developing such models. This is a conceptual schema of the subject domain, which is supplemented with ontology in semantic level systems [35] . Abstract models are independent of the tools used for implementing the system to be developed. A conceptual schema is specified using conceptual mod eling languages of various formalization levels, for exam ple, UML diagrams or formal languages of knowledge representation based on mathematical logic. Thus, the conceptual schema can capture the semantics of the sub ject domain to a various degree. Ontologies can also be represented using various tools from traditional classifiers to formal ontology description languages. In recent years, the conceptual schema of a subject domain has sometimes been described using the W3C consortium ontology description languages OWL and OWL2.
Description of datalogical models in database sys tems and other structured data repositories. In contrast to abstract models, datalogical subject domain models used in database technologies and technologies for structured data management depend on system implementing tools. In database systems, such models are represented by database schemas of various system architecture levels, namely, by the conceptual data base schema, internal schema, and external schemas.
Description of data representation at different information architecture levels. In database systems, metadata describes the representation of stored data (internal database schema), a "logical" representation of the entire database (conceptual database schema), and representations of database fragments or the entire database for users or applications (external schemas). Such metadata is determined in data description languages of used DBMS. In the web envi ronment, the markup of HTML files describes the form of a web page produced by a web browser on the user's computer screen and the other files on the Internet required for this purpose.
Description of data sources. These functions of metadata are implemented, for example, by database schemas, XML DTD and XML schema for XML doc ument repositories, information source ontologies, metadata repositories of open archives, web site cata logues in web search engines, and catalogues of collec tions of information objects in digital libraries. Meta data of this kind is presented by data description lan guages (for example, the descriptive sublanguage of the SQL language, the object description language ODL of object databases), XML sublanguage for DTD specification, the XML schema language, ontology description languages (e.g., RDFS, OWL2), and oth ers.
Description of individual information objects. This function is necessary in digital libraries, systems of open archives, and other information object reposito ries with access granularity to information resources at the level of an individual object. Such metadata is fre quently represented using descriptors in the form of XML documents and library catalogue records in var ious MARC dialects. This metadata describes the structural properties and other characteristics of infor mation objects. "Intelligent" systems describe the semantics of information objects (see below). For example, a semantic annotation of an individual web site page can be used.
Description of semantics of information sources, individual information objects, or their fragments. As was noted above, metadata used for this purpose is called semantic. In the simplest cases, the semantics of information sources or individual information objects is described using classifications, for example, the Russian GRNTI or BBK or the international UDC or JEL (Journal of Economic Literature Classification System). Another, more multiaspect but informal semantics description facility is the Dublin Core meta data element set. Like other knowledge representing tools, ontologies can be used for formal description of the semantics of information sources or the subject domain of a system. Currently, ontologies are most frequently represented using the W3C consortium lan guages RDF, RDFS, OWL, and OWL2 and its profile.
An overall description of the semantics of text doc uments, collections of information resources in digital libraries, structural elements of databases, web pages, digital libraries, or other information repositories can also be provided by semantic annotation. A semantic annotation is represented by semantic metadata asso ciated with the resource described [36] . A semantic annotation can be built in the described resource or autonomous. A simple means for built in semantic annotation used to describe the semantics of web page fragments is microformats [37] . Some of them are sup ported by popular web search engines. For example, Yandex supports the following microformats: hCard for markup of contact information (addresses, tele phone numbers, etc.), hRecipe for description of cooking recipes, hReview for markup of reviews, and hProduct for markup of goods descriptions.
Various means from natural to formal artificial lan guages can be used for semantic annotation. Examples are controlled dictionaries and thesauruses, taxono mies, and formal ontologies. A special case of seman tic annotation is ontological annotation. In this case, the semantics of a resource is described in terms of a certain ontology.
It should be noted that, contrary to the opinion expressed in [38] and in some other publications, metadata can describe the semantics not only of struc tured, but also of unstructured data. More specifically, it was stated in [38] that "Structured data has metadata which allows us to understand what it means. There is no equivalent for unstructured data." This statement is erroneous. Indeed, for any information resources, structured or unstructured, semantic data can exist, for example, in the form of a semantic annotation.
Identification of described resources. Metadata describe which elements built in resources instance or associated attributes ensure its identification. Exam ples of built in identifying elements are primary and secondary keys of table lines in database systems. Their values uniquely identify lines or some of their sets. In the presence of DTD or XML schema, ele ments of the XML documents are identified by their built in identifiers. Digital libraries of text documents also make use of their unique identifiers. Frequently, they are generated by the system, are inaccessible explicitly to users, and serve for references to these documents in catalogues generated by the system. Sets of descriptors or key words can also be used to identify text documents. URLs or URIs are used as unique identifiers of web pages [39] . In geodata, a point on the Earth's surface is identified by its latitude and longi tude. Note also the UDC, ISBN, and ISSN indexes; digital object identifiers DOI; and the elements of the Dublin Core metadata set. There are also other exam ples of metadata kinds used for the identification of information resources.
Providing users with information about described resources. Metadata can be used to inform users about the properties and rules for using information resources, data access services, and other described resources (user metadata). Metadata intended for users are represented in a form perceptible by humans and can be structured, semi structured, or unstruc tured. The last kind can be represented in the form of texts in natural languages, schemas, drawings, frag ments of terrain maps, etc. Metadata used for this pur pose can describe the genesis of resources, associated assumptions, access methods, use conditions, seman tics, terminology, and other information. Examples of such metadata are instructions for users on how to work with the system and the table of contents or a summary of a book.
Resource description intended for supporting the func tioning of system mechanisms. Metadata can be designed for supporting system functions (system metadata). Most frequently, this is structured data represented in a format convenient for computer processing.
Verification of data. Metadata of structured data (for example, database schema) allows one to control its formats and data types and to verify the integrity constraints. These tasks are implemented by DBMS mechanisms. For XML documents with a given docu ment type definition (DTD), the correctness of their structure is checked by the XML processor. The ontol ogy of an SQL database system in ontology based data access systems [40] allows one to detect the incom pleteness and inconsistency of data in the database.
Description of access restrictions on information resources and information security support. Metadata allow one to describe access restrictions and user access rights to information resources or other opera tions in the system. These rights and restrictions are checked by system mechanisms when the user attempts to perform a protected operation. In database systems, access restrictions are described in the data base schema. Digital signatures, safety certificates, open and closed keys, and other means for user and message authentication also are metadata used for information security provision.
Description of users' characteristics and informa tion needs. Many information systems support infor mation about users and their information needs, which is necessary for accounting user work, collect ing statistical data concerning the use of system resources, and verifying user rights. The collection of such metadata is called a user profile.
Management of structured data and other informa tion resources. This is a set of problems associated with providing effective storage and processing of informa tion resources and access to them. For example, meta data represented as a database schema provides DBMS mechanisms with necessary information on the database organization, integrity constraints, and access control.
Discovery and retrieval of information resources. This is an important function of metadata providing its use in search criteria. Here, not only identifying meta data but also other metadata kinds can be used, for example, full text indexes in text search systems. Information resources can also be discovered through navigation in catalogues, subject indexes, and classifi cations. The use of semantic metadata in search con siderably reduces the level of information noise.
Dissemination of information resources. User pro files supported in an information system characterize their information needs. On this basis, information can be selectively disseminated by system tools.
Subject systematization of collections of informa tion resources. This function is performed by forming catalogues and subject indexes of the information resources contained in the system and by indexing resources with the help of subject classifiers.
Interoperability and reuse of information resources. Technical and/or semantic interoperability and, on this basis, the reuse of information resources can be provided by unifying metadata representation on the basis of open standards. For example, a database described by a schema represented in the descriptive sublanguage of the SQL language or by the object description language ODL of the ODMG standard can be reused in another DBMS supporting the SQL or ODMG standard, respectively.
Integration of data from many sources. The exist ence of metadata describing integrable data sources is the necessary condition for the creation of integration systems. Systems of virtual integration of data from multiple sources have been extensively developed in recent years. To design such systems, one needs meta data describing local schemas of integrable sources, a global schema, and the mapping between the local schemas and the global one. In systems of semantic virtual data integration, one also needs metadata including the ontologies of local sources, the general ontology of the integration system, and the mapping of local ontologies to the general one. In systems of vir tual data integration with adapters-mediater archi tecture, one also needs metadata describing the regis tration data of sources in the mediator, which is a cen tral component of the architecture of such systems.
Scientometrics in scientific digital libraries and cita tion indexes. Identifying metadata (author, organization, title), classifier rubric descriptions, and citation relation ships in metadata of scientific publications in digital libraries make it possible to estimate the citation fre quency of publications of individual authors or organi zations where they work. Additionally, it is possible to analyze the subject structure of the library content and to form demand and citation ratings of publications over authors and individual publications. If the system supports classifications of relationships between publi cations, authors and publications, and organizations and authors and the corresponding semantic structuriza tion of the content of scientific digital libraries with the support of metadata describing the generated semantic structure [41] , it is possible to obtain additional multifold scientometric and research on research information.
Intellectual property copyright protection. This function is supported by metadata providing copyright information concerning the described resources.
The above discussion of functions and properties of metadata shows that the following statements fre quently found in the literature are misleading or only partially true:
• Metadata can describe only structured data.
• Metadata is structured data.
• Web metadata is semi structured data.
• The function of metadata is to describe the semantics of information resources.
• Semantic metadata can be used only for struc tured data.
The functions of metadata considered in this section are used most frequently. However, in some computer systems, metadata can have other, specific functions; dis cussion of the latter lies beyond the scope of this paper.
CLASSIFICATION OF METADATA
Various approaches are available for classifying metadata. Metadata can be classified according to their functions, semantic abstractness levels, proper ties, information architecture levels associated with the resources described, and other criteria. In fact, detailed classifications of application independent metadata according to their functions and properties were considered above. However, aggregated func tional classifications are most frequently proposed in the literature.
Possibly, the most popular is the classification con sidered in [20] . With slight modifications, it can be found in many other publications. This classification distinguishes between descriptive, structural, and administrative metadata.
Descriptive metadata describes the content of a resource (e.g., this is the Dublin Core metadata ele ment set), bibliographic data (in the case of a publica tion), annotation, resource identifiers (e.g., URI [39] or DOI [42] ), and other characteristics.
Structural metadata characterizes the general structure of a resource, its components, amount, and other similar properties.
Administrative metadata describes when and by whom a resource was created and updated, copyright information, user access rights, information about available versions and/or copies, their locations, and other information necessary for the administration and management of the resource.
According to [20] , administrative metadata con sists of several subsets, of which two are sometimes regarded as independent classes of metadata. This is management metadata, which deals with intellectual property rights, and preservation metadata, which describes various aspects associated with the preserva tion of resources.
The same classification is suggested in the project [43] , which deals with the creation of digital archives. However, administrative metadata includes technical metadata (description of IT aspects of information resources and information technologies used), rights management metadata (rights information and access restrictions), and provenance metadata (information about the creation and subsequent processing of a dig ital resource, including details on the responsibility for each event during its lifetime).
A somewhat more expanded classification was pro posed in [29] . It includes the following classes of metadata.
Administrative metadata serves to manage and administer digital collections and other information resources. It provides information about data acquisi tion, location, rights, and reproduction curation, and legal access conditions.
Descriptive metadata is used to identify and describe the properties of collections and associated information resources. Examples are catalogue records, search guides, descriptions of resource versions, specialized indexes, curatorial information, hyperlink relationships between resources, and annotations by creators and users.
Digital preservation metadata is intended for digital preservation management of collections and other infor mation resources. Examples are documentation about conditions of resource physical preservation, documen tation of actions taken for physical preservation, docu mentation about digital versions of resources, and docu mentation of any changes occurring during digitiza tion and preservation.
Technical metadata is related to description of sys tem functions, hardware and software documentation, technical information of the digitization of informa tion resources, and authentication and security data (encryption keys, passwords).
Use metadata describes the level and kind of use of information resources, including reuse, resource ver sion information, rights information, search logs, etc.
Attempts have also been made to create a general ized classification of scientific metadata. For example, the classification proposed in [44] includes the follow ing classes of scientific metadata:
• description of data transformations (descriptions of scientific models, computer programs, etc.);
• description of data semantics;
• description of data structure;
• description of data attributes;
• description of data values. Unfortunately, this classification is rather narrow. It does not include metadata describing scientific devices, research experiments, other processes related to research activities, infrastructural or other resources associated with science and research activities.
FACILITIES FOR METADATA REPRESENTATION
Metadata can be represented using natural lan guages and various artificial languages, such as markup languages, metadata schemas, and graphical tools. Below is a brief discussion of these categories of expression facilities.
Natural languages. Such languages possess the richest expression capabilities as compared with other means for metadata representation. However, they fail to ensure the uniqueness and rigorous interpretation of metadata. Such unstructured metadata is not very suitable for computer processing and is intended pri marily for users. Natural languages are used to repre sent, for example, annotations of publications and various information about resources and their authors.
Artificial languages. There is a wide variety of such languages. In particular, they include data description languages of DBMSs, conceptual modeling lan guages, ontology description languages, business pro cess modeling languages, and workflow languages. Examples are the descriptive sublanguage of the SQL language; the object description language ODL; the interface description language IDL of the CORBA standard; and the W3C consortium languages OWL, OWL2, RDF, RDFS, and the XML schema language. Additionally, this category includes markup languages, microformats, metadata schemas, visual languages (which are considered below), tables, graphs of special kind, and many other languages used in various IT domains.
Markup languages. The most popular examples of these artificial languages are XML, HTML, XHTML, Tex (markup language for mathematical texts), and its shell LaTex. In many systems, metadata are repre sented as XML documents with a certain XML schema.
Metadata schemas. Means used in this category represent a special sort of artificial languages that has become extremely popular in recent years. To a large degree, the prototype for these tools was the Dublin Core metadata element set [10] [11] [12] , a standard of structured metadata with nontypified element values. Attempts to typify the elements of the Dublin Core have led to its specification supplemented with type descriptors for some element values, which are known as qualifiers.
The term metadata schema is widely used in the lit erature and, in fact, is a synonym of a set of metadata elements. Thus, this is a set of metadata elements, each having a name and semantics and taking values with established semantics, sometimes values from the con trolled dictionary. Created by various professional communities, metadata schemas are available for numerous applications. Metadata of information resources expressed with the help of metadata schemas are frequently coded in the form of XML documents.
Visual languages. Visual languages have been used in CASE tools for a long time. Currently, the most popular in this field is the unified modeling language UML [45] . The basic means for metadata representa tion in this language is diagrams of several kinds, which make it possible to describe various aspects of a complex program system at the design stage.
STANDARDIZATION OF METADATA
An important role in ensuring the interoperability and reuse of metadata is played by the standardization of facilities for metadata representation. Vigorous activities in this field have been performed for a long time by official international and national standard ization bodies, industrial consortia, and various pro fessional communities. A large number of metadata standards have been developed, which include appli cation independent standards (of horizontal sphere) and application specific standards (of vertical sphere). Examples of standards from the first group are the descriptive sublanguage of language SQL; the object description language ODL of the ODMG consortium; the OMG consortium standards: the UML language, the CORBA interface description language IDL, and Common Warehouse Metamodel (CMW); the W3C consortium standards: XML Schema, RDF, RDFS, OWL, and OWL2 with its profiles; the web service description language WSDL; the Dublin Core meta data element set supported by DCMI; and the busi ness processes modeling language BPML. Other examples of standards of "universal" metadata can be found in [20, 46, 47] .
Among the standards of vertical sphere, an impor tant role is played by numerous standards of scientific metadata.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an attempt was made to present the rich world of metadata, which is major kind of infor mation resources. An analysis of numerous publica tions shows that many specialists have not yet com pletely understood the essence of metadata and their properties and possible functions.
It is not random that there are multiple definitions of the term metadata. This is caused not only by the factors discussed above but also by the fact that an ade quate and concise definition of this term is rather dif ficult to give.
Metadata in computer systems is a topic of lasting importance. In recent years, semantic metadata have been used increasingly more extensively. The develop ment of new technologies and new categories of appli cations will necessarily require the creation and use of new kinds of metadata. In this context, new languages and other expression means for metadata representa tion will be created. However, the properties and func tions of "universal" metadata discussed in this paper will be inherent in newly created kinds of metadata.
